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ABSTRACT

While smartwatches are widely adopted these days, their input and output space remains fairly limited by their screen
size. We present StrapDisplays—interactive watchbands with
embedded display and touch technologies—that enhance commodity watches and extend their input and output capabilities.
After introducing the physical design space of these StrapDisplays, we explore how to combine a smartwatch and straps in
a synergistic Watch+Strap system. Specifically, we propose
multiple interface concepts that consider promising content
distributions, interaction techniques, usage types, and display
roles. For example, the straps can enrich watch apps, display
visualizations, provide glanceable feedback, or help avoiding occlusion issues. Further, we provide a modular research
platform incorporating three StrapDisplay prototypes and a
flexible web-based software architecture, demonstrating the
feasibility of our approach. Early brainstorming sessions with
15 participants informed our design process, while later interviews with six experts supported our concepts and provided
valuable feedback for future developments.
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INTRODUCTION

Smartwatches are becoming more and more popular as alwaysavailable smart companions that enable quick access to personal information and increasingly support us in many everyday tasks. While the performance and display qualities
keep improving, the device size puts notable limits on the
possibilities for displaying and interacting with more complex
content. Consequently, a wide range of approaches of how to
extend the input and output space of smartwatches was investigated (see Figure 2 for an overview). For instance, in order to
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Figure 1. StrapDisplays allow for extending commodity smartwatches
into a Watch+Strap system; this enables, e.g., expanding information
spaces (a+b), easy-to-reach quick access menus (c), glanceable information while on the go (d), or displaying high-resolution content (e).

visually enhance the display space around the smartwatch on
the wrist or forearm, head-worn augmented reality glasses [29]
or miniaturized projectors [42, 80] have been presented. However, these systems often rely on additional hardware, forming
complex and hard-to-adapt systems.
Since we believe that key factors in the success of smartwatches are familiarity, unobtrusive design, and functionality,
we aim to extend the input and output space by staying within
the physical dimensions of a wristwatch and explicitly avoid
further instrumenting the user. Specifically, we propose to
evolve the watchstraps—as elementary parts of every watch—
into interactive StrapDisplays. We envision that these straps
can notably support people during everyday life (Figure 1) by
providing glanceable information on the go, enriching apps
running on the watch, or enabling more elaborate tasks (e.g.,
personal data analysis) that are currently not supported by
smartwatches. By merging watch and digital straps into a
fully-integrated Watch+Strap device, we create a rich multidisplay space that can better serve peoples’ complex personal
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Figure 2. Overview of possible output space extensions for smartwatches ranging from watch augmentations to alternative designs around the forearm.

information needs throughout the day; a need that currently
can be addressed mostly by taking out the smartphone.
Interestingly, while previous research has already indicated
that smartwatch straps have a promising potential for both
input [21, 53] and output [50, 59], there has been no research
on how interactive pixel-based strap displays can be utilized to
enhance smartwatch interfaces. On the commercial side, some
startup companies [23, 37, 47] have already experimented
with curved strap displays or accessories over the last years,
however, none of them have resulted in a currently available
product. Finally, a few e-ink-based bracelets and watchstraps
emerged that are commercially available (e.g., Tago Arc [43]
or Sony FES Watch U [64]), but these lack any input channels or support for interactive content, thus are only serving
as unique fashion accessories. In contrast to these existing,
rather simplistic takes on pixel-based strap displays, we intend
to thoroughly explore the design space of interactive strap
displays in synergistic combination with smartwatches. To our
knowledge, no such exploration exists yet.
With this paper, we systematically investigate both the physical
aspects of StrapDisplays (e.g., display type, physical appearance, input modalities) and digital aspects of the resulting
multi-display interface (i.e., how to distribute, visualize, and
interact with content). Specifically, we contribute: (1) a design space of the physical dimensions and possible instances
of StrapDisplays to better characterize their capabilities; (2)
a conceptual framework proposing interface principles for
a Watch+Strap system (grounded on brainstorming sessions
with 15 participants) that can inform the design of future applications; (3) a modular research platform, for which we built
three functional StrapDisplay prototypes and implemented a
flexible web-based software architecture; and (4) insights from
six expert interviews and walkthroughs of specific application
examples implemented with our research platform.
RELATED WORK

In the following, we report on literature that aims at extending
the output space and/or the input space of smartwatches (see
Figure 2) as well as existing work that explores how to handle
and visualize personal content on such devices.
Extending the Output Space of Smartwatches

The output capabilities of commercially available smartwatches already differ notably; mostly defined by their size,
form, and display technology (Figure 2a-c). Hybrid smartwatches combine integrated smart electronics with mechanic
watch parts, however, have either no output capabilities (i.e.,

relying on an associated smartphone) or only limited ones, e.g.,
small integrated LEDs [81] or e-ink screens [52]. Similarly,
fitness trackers come in a compact format with only small, lowresolution screens integrated (e.g., Fitbit, Microsoft Band). In
contrast, smartwatches often feature high-resolution displays
in either rectangular or circular shape, but remain limited to the
size of classical watches. In recent years, different approaches
were investigated on how to extend their output space or to
alter their appearance completely (Figure 2c-i).
As one research direction, concepts for transformable smartwatches have been presented: Seyed et al. [63] introduced
Doppio, a reconfigurable, tangible dual-face smartwatch,
while WatchThru [77] provides an expandable transparent
OLED that enables holographic mid-air visuals. Also, origamiinspired design concepts have been proposed that allow for
extending devices through a foldable structure with multiple
display parts [20, 55, 84]. However, such transformable concepts remain hard to realize. As a more feasible approach,
extending the watchstraps with visual capabilities—as we
propose—has been explored before [50, 59]. Yet, these explorations did not incorporate pixel-based displays. For instance,
Wristband.IO [59] used tiny LEDs to communicate information, while PrintScreen [50] demonstrated how electroluminescence segments can be used for simple notifications. For truly
pixel-based displays, a few concepts for novel display assemblies have been proposed instead. Lyons et al. [45] joint multiple touch displays into a bracelet and mapped generic apps to
these, while Olberding et al. [51] arranged multiple displays
along the forearm. Both are valuable design explorations, but
remain limited to their particular setups. These have different
characteristics and affordances than a Watch+Strap ensemble,
thus, forming an own device class.
Extending the output space along the forearm was also explored in the context of other technologies. One approach
is skin projection, where UI elements are projected around a
smartwatch. Such elements can range from buttons [42] to notifications [80] to full-sized content that extends the watch [29].
Instead of projections, e-textile displays can be used for the
same purpose [60]. All of these approaches rely on additional
instrumentation of the user and, thus, are not easily deployable. Finally, continuous sleeve displays that could replace
smartwatches have been discussed [12, 31, 67, 73]; the increased display size is promising for, e.g., list content [67] or
additional views [73], making them usable like smartphones.

Extending the Input Space of Smartwatches

Almost all commodity smartwatch devices come with touch
capabilities and resemble known interaction mechanisms from
smartphones and tablets. In some cases, additional physical
input capabilities exist, such as buttons (e.g., for going back,
accessing the home screen) or rotatable controls (e.g., a rotatable bezel or crown). The latter one can, for instance, allow
for scrolling or alternative keyboard inputs [82].
Similarly to the output space, the watch straps have been used
to extend the input space, e.g., for recognizing simple gestures [53], pressure-sensitive touch input [2], or specifically
for text entry [21]. With such input capabilities, the straps
were used for back-of-band interaction that can avoid occlusion issues while interacting [4, 46, 59]. The touch input
does not have to be limited to the watch or the straps, but
could also be performed on the skin around the device [30, 49,
66, 83]. As further gesture-based interactions, specific arm
and finger movements were proposed for mode switches or
triggering commands, either in the form of mid-air gestures
above the watch [39], or as arm movements [25, 68]. Beyond
these mostly established interaction concepts, alternative interaction approaches such as stretching the watchstrap [72],
using small everyday items as tangibles [26], or gaze-based
interactions [19] have been presented. Finally, the watch can
serve as additional input channel for other devices, e.g., smartphones [14], tablets [78], or large displays [33, 35].
Smartwatches for Personal Content & Visualization

Smartwatches are highly personal devices that are mainly used
for timekeeping, notifications, and activity tracking [54]. The
latter two represent personal data that are collected and processed, and subsequently presented on a small display. Often,
existing apps or devices try to communicate a certain progress
through simple visualizations that users can glance at. Here,
Amini et al. [3] investigated the demands and tasks users face
within these applications, whereas Gouveia et al. [28] have
explored the design space of the involved glanceable feedback
mechanisms concluding that the design of them can have a
notable influence on a person’s behavior. For a while, research
in the ubiquitous computing community has investigated how
behavior changes can be supported, e.g., through more appealing garden scenes [17], or how personal relationships can be
supported in a digital world [11, 38, 62]. Although these do
not focus on smartwatches explicitly, they are easily transferable to such a form factor. In fact, some aspects are already
supported in commodity watches, e.g., syncing the heartbeat
measured by the watch with another person.
In contrast, research from the visualization community has
focused more on perception aspects, e.g., how quickly certain
visualization types can be interpreted [7] or which technique
is better suited to visualize ranges on small displays [10].
While the general question how visualizations can be adapted
to mobile devices is getting more prominent [16, 44], only
few investigations of visualization-related content within the
smartwatch form factor exist: Horak et al. [33] combined the
smartwatch with a large display, where the smartwatch served
as a personal storage for selections, settings, and preferences;
focused on the smartwatch only, Chen et al. [15] explored a

specialized approach of displaying timelines around the border
of a rectangular watch; while Wenig et al. [75, 76] presented
Stripemaps, where they attached strap displays to backpacks
in order to show hiking maps.
In sum, while a rich spectrum of research around smartwatches
exists, a thorough investigation of the technical aspects of
pixel-based straps and applicable interface principles for combining them with a smartwatch have not been proposed yet.
STRAPDISPLAYS: PHYSICAL DESIGN DIMENSIONS

The combination of interactive StrapDisplays with a smartwatch forms a distinct system that we call Watch+Strap. For
the StrapDisplays, a large variety of specific designs exists.
Therefore, we aimed at thoroughly characterizing their physical design space within the promising combination with wristwatches. As the basic scaffold (see Figure 3), we assume that
the watch (1) is always attached to two straps, an inner (2) and
an outer one (3). All three components can feature different
degrees of input and output capabilities as well as different
haptic and aesthetic qualities. Therefore, we will describe
every part and, particularly, characterize the design options of
our StrapDisplays in detail. This characterization informed
the later discussion of the interface concepts as well as the
development of our research platform.
Watch: Types & Capabilities

As the central component in a Watch+Strap system, the watch
type and its degree of interaction and display capabilities must
be considered. On the lower end, classic watches do not support any digital functions and therefore take on a passive—but
not less interesting—role; here, the StrapDisplays can bring interactivity to the watch while preserving its classical character.
Hybrid watches already aim to combine these aspects, often
providing simple output capabilities that support the indication
of, e.g., tracked fitness data. In this context, StrapDisplays
are able to extend the interaction capabilities without having
to change the watch itself. As the most versatile watch type,
high-end smartwatches are characterized by touch-sensitive
high-resolution displays with a rectangular or circular shape,
running diverse applications. In consequence, smartwatches
are of special interest to Watch+Strap systems as they enable
synergistic and highly dynamic multi-display concepts.
Straps: Design Dimensions & Possible Capabilities

StrapDisplays offer manifold design possibilities that can significantly alter their usability. Therefore, we thoroughly inves(1) Watch
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Figure 3. Wrist-worn watches can be classified in a three-zone scaffold
consisting of a watch (1), an inner strap (2), and an outer strap (3). All
three can feature different levels of input and output capabilities.

Figure 4. We identified four physical design dimensions for our StrapDisplays that serve as a basis for our interface concepts and research platform.
Specifically, we distinguish between Display Type (A), Posture & Visibility (B), Texture & Haptic (C), and Input Capabilities (D) of StrapDisplays.

tigated this rich design space and will describe the different
dimensions and capabilities in the following (cf. Figure 4).
Display Type (A)
A highly important dimension for the design and integration
of StrapDisplays is the underlying display technology, its visual properties as well as technical capabilities. Single point
visualizations like integrated LEDs [59] or segment-based
displays (e.g., printed electroluminescence [50] or electrochromatic [36] screens) have advantages regarding their simplicity. In contrast, pixel-based thin-film display technologies,
like electronic ink (e-ink) or organic light-emitting displays
(OLED), provide the opportunity to visualize dynamic content. Due to their technology e-ink displays do not emit light,
provide high contrast by sunlight and are able to hold static
content without electricity. However, they are typically limited
in their color range and refresh rates. In contrast, emerging
bendable OLED screens provide full-color space and fast refresh rates.

Input Capabilities (D)
Finally, interactive watchstraps are able to provide a rich set
of both digital and physical input capabilities. Therefore, we
classify these possible inputs into three groups: multi-touch
and pressure-touch, tactile membrane landmarks, as well as
physical controls. Multi- and pressure-touch enable direct
interaction in conjunction with overlying displays. In addition to touch input on the surface, also the strap edges can
be made touch-sensitive [48]; the resulting physical guidance
can be beneficial when, e.g., moving or interacting eyes free.
Similarly, tactile landmarks can serve as specific control elements that are perceptible by a users’ finger (e.g, polydome
buttons [41]), but are still bendable as well as thin. Finally,
additional physical controls like miniaturized slider joysticks
or integrated push-buttons [59] foster richer tactile controls.
WATCH+STRAP: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

In the following, we contribute a conceptual framework for
the rich multi-display space created by a Watch+Strap system.

Posture & Visibility (B)

Further, the visibility and reachability of StrapDisplays plays
an important role for the interaction, usability, and overall acceptance. However, these aspects are significantly influenced
by the wearer’s hand posture (cf. [12]), which should be considered carefully. Particularly, the StrapDisplays orientation
changes during both intentional arm rotations when focusing
the watch and natural movements when on the go. While
this provides promising opportunities for context-sensitive interface adaptions, it limits which parts of the straps can be
directly incorporated. In most situations, the outer strap is
often pointing away from the body while the inner strap is
mostly oriented towards the wearer’s body. This constellation
provides a semi-public display that is directed to the outside,
thus, hardly visible for the user; and a more private, always
visible and reachable display directed to the inside.
Texture & Haptic (C)

In addition, watchstrap materials and their haptic qualities significantly influence the aesthetics and user acceptance. While
most display technologies have smooth surfaces, StrapDisplays can also be integrated into sensory-rich straps. For
instance, sophisticated materials (e.g., microwood veneer) can
be used with cutouts showing only a part of the StrapDisplay, or leather-like structures can be realized by using paper
shine-through effects (cf. [40]) for ambient representations.

Design Process

Within our iterative design process, we created various lowfidelity and high-fidelity prototypes, conducted brainstorming
workshops with students and HCI researchers, as well as extensively discussed ideas among the authors. For the prototypes, we incorporated simple paper prototyping techniques
before we started to gradually develop high-fidelity prototypes
that eventually resulted in our research platform. This also
involved various tests of the different display types and implementing small examples for testing specific interactions. For
the paper prototype, we created a postcard-sized template with
the contour of two Watch+Strap devices, allowing us to easily
sketch and discuss ideas in a fixed format (Figure 5a).
After we derived first concepts, we conducted two types of
brainstorming sessions in parallel to validate our early explorations and to better identify further UI patterns. For the first
brainstorming type (BS1–3), we asked three lab members (age
M=30.33, SD=7.37 yrs; all male; 2 smartwatch owners) to
create unsupervised multiple sketches of how a StrapDisplay
could be used. We provided them with brief instructions; afterwards they had two weeks to produce sketches. For the second
type, we invited 12 students from our university (age M=20.5,
SD=2.24 yrs; 3 female, 9 male; 5 owned a smartwatch) and
conducted 90-minute supervised brainstormings with 4 groups

Status Information

Showing relevant status information is one of the most important use cases in the context of smartwatches. This can in-
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Different content types can be arranged and combined in various ways in a Watch+Strap system. The two extremes are
handling multiple components strictly separated by putting one
per display (Figure 6a) or stretching one component continucontext

Clipboard and user-defined storage (e.g., favorite list, bookmarks) represent dynamic quick access components. In contrast to fixed function buttons, user actively manage these lists
and add or remove elements, e.g., via context menus or special
touch gestures such as flicking elements from the watch onto
the strap display. Afterwards, the user can scroll through the
stored item stack and invoke the respective quick access functionality (e.g., pasting copied item) by touching an element.

Finally, the content can also be space filling. This involves
map views (Figure 6e), space-filling visualizations (e.g., Table
Lens [56]), images, or videos (Figure 1e). Beyond photos and
movies, the latter two can also extend to specific (animated)
wallpapers. For all space-filling content, the possible aspect
ratio of the content itself as well as whether it is acceptable to
crop parts of the content heavily influences the placement, i.e.,
whether the watch or the StrapDisplays are more suitable.

focus

Quick access and functions keys are wide-spread across all
types of systems and allow for easier triggering specific functionalities (e.g., media control, camera, home screen). In recent years, also context-aware quick access keys have emerged,
both in research [8, 24] and commercial products (e.g., Apple’s
Touch Bar). While commodity smartwatches are lacking space
to offer such quick access functionalities, here, the additional
StrapDisplays can be utilized to act as second screen providing
context-aware quick-access controls (Figure 6a, Figure 1c).
These controls can be applied within both an in-app context
and a system-wide context. For instance, as also mentioned
during brainstromings (BS1,6,7), the StrapDisplay can offer
common functions within an app itself (e.g., save, cancel, add)
or additional system-wide functions (e.g., switch to last app,
screenshot, app drawer) that the user can trigger via touch.

context

Quick Access: Function Buttons, User Storage & Clipboard

Naturally, the content type can vary: In the simplest form, the
content is fixed as it is often the case for quick access menus.
In the context of a Watch+Strap system, scrollable content is
particular interesting, as the straps’ form factor makes them
suitable for lists or lengthy content [67]. This was also stated
in all brainstorming sessions. Typically, the scroll direction
would be towards the watch, where the scroll container could
be limited to the strap or extends onto the watch (Figure 6bd; Figure 1c). The content itself can be running text, lists
with text or simple representations, as well as visualizations
(e.g., line charts showing heart rate over time). However,
especially for text-based content, the usability heavily relies
on the actual width and pixel density of the display. Further,
also more graphical representation are possible (Figure 6b).
For example, a calendar grid view can consistently preview
the next hours with events moving in and upwards over time
(BS1,2,6), allowing to quickly peek at the remaining time until
the next event (Figure 6b). In general, the scrollable content
can be “endless” as in such a calendar view.

controls

Interface Types & Content Distribution

As discussed before, a Watch+Strap system is unique in respect to its display placement, the form factors, as well as the
positioning around a persons’ forearm. Hence, such a system
differs from established mobile systems and promotes different
interface principles. In the following, we provide a systematic
classification of common interface components (quick access
and status information) as well as content types and particular
promising arrangements of them in our Watch+Strap system.

Fixed, Scrollable, and Space-filling Content

continous

We clustered and sorted the comments and sketches (Figure 5b), which then informed the development of our conceptual framework. In the following, we will first describe
important interface types and content distributions, then propose an interaction repertoire, and emphasize possible glanceable usages. Finally, we will discuss generalized display roles
within a Watch+Strap system. Specific outcomes from the
brainstorming sessions will be mentioned in the form of (BSn).

detail

(BS4–7; 3 students each). We gave them four example apps
(calendar, music, activity tracking, navigation) and asked them
to discuss and sketch ideas for bringing these on StrapDisplays.
For all sessions, we provided the printed template cards.

overview

Figure 5. In the brainstorming sessions, participant created sketches (a);
afterwards, the clustered groups (b) helped to inform our concepts.

volve showing, e.g., progress indicators, notifications, locationbased information, or simply the time. In most cases, this
status information is non-interactive or serves only as quick
access to the respective app. This information is well suited to
be shown on the inner StrapDisplay: firstly, this allows using
the watch as a main display for other apps, while, secondly, the
orientation of the inner strap towards the user enables quick
glances onto the information as well as maintains a higher
privacy level with regard to people in close proximity (BS2).
In contrast, sometimes, specific information has to be shared
with the outside; here, we propose to incorporate the outer
strap as a semi-public display. We will detail these aspects in
the Glanceable & Ambient Usage section.
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Figure 6. The variety of possible interfaces allows for different distribution strategies across the three displays; a-e show exemplary interfaces.
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ously across all displays (Figure 6d+e). In between, multiple
possibilities exist how component types and/or displays can be
combined. In the following, we discuss two specific arrangements, overview+detail and focus+context, that are promising
interface setups, especially for data-driven content.
For overview+detail [34], the interface consists of two separated views: a detail view that provides high-resolution information and an overview that shows the complete content,
sometimes in an abstracted fashion (Figure 6b). In the simplest case, the overview can be an item list while the detail
view shows a selected item with extended details or in a different way. As more advanced examples, the StrapDisplay can
show visualizations such as a step histogram or a stock chart;
selecting a bin or a specific point of time would then show
a detailed information for this selection on the watch (BS3).
This can also allow for probing a visualization by continuously
moving the finger across the chart. In the given examples, the
StrapDisplays are hosting the overview, while the watch is
used to show the detailed, high-resolution view.
Similarly to overview+detail, focus+context [5, 34] shows a
certain part of the displayed content in a more detailed fashion
(i.e., the focus). In contrast, the focus and context area are
one continuous component with adaptations in the focus area
(Figure 6d+e; Figure 1a). Specifically, using the watch as
the focus area is similar to applying a magic lens [70] to the
content. The applied transformation can include adding textual
details, emphasizing specific details (e.g., highlighting POI in
a map), or applying zoom effects (e.g., enlarging list items [6];
see also fisheye lens in general [22]). For instance, a list would
be extended from the watch to the strap displays with items
in the watch area shown with further details. Scrolling the list
would move other items into the focus area (scrolling would
not directly affect the detail area for overview+detail). For
a Watch+Strap system, the watch is often suitable as a focus
area because of its central position and uniform size.
Interaction Repertoire

For both the watch display as well as the StrapDisplays established touch interactions can be used (Figure 7c+d); these
interactions are well known from mobile devices in general
and, thus, are already familiar to users. In addition, physical
controls (e.g., rotatable bezel, buttons) are often offered by
smartwatches and can serve as valuable extensions of the touch
interactions (Figure 7c). More interestingly, the interaction
style with a Watch+Strap system differs from handheld mobile
devices as it is used in very different postures (Figure 7a+b).
Further, we propose to extend the interaction repertoire with
additional StrapDisplay-specific interactions (Figure 7e-g).

Interaction Style & Posture

When purposely interacting with the device, the user’s arm is
typically bent inwards and rotated so that the watch is oriented
towards the user (Figure 7a). This posture affects the visibility
of the StrapDisplays: while the upper half from the inner strap
is easily visible, only a small portion of the outer strap is
visible. Hence, the inner one is suitable for displaying and
interacting with content. Here, the content on top is getting
more emphasized as the content below fades away (through
the display’s curvature) and is eventually not visible anymore.
However, the user can quickly rotate the arm further to peak
the content on the lower half; also the strap itself is always
easily reachable. Notably, when performing short interaction
sequences while the watch is not in focus, the inner strap is
even easier to reach than the smartwatch itself (Figure 7b).
For the outer StrapDisplay, it is hard to increase the visible
area as rotating the arm inwards is against natural movements.
Thus, the strap’s suitability for showing content to the user is
limited, however, it can still be comfortably reached with the
other hand and, thus, serve as an additional input channel.
StrapDisplay-Specific Interactions

Due to the limited display space, multi-touch gestures such
as pinch are hardly applicable as only short movements are
possible. However, the Watch+Strap display arrangement
allows for performing combined multi-touch gestures on both
straps (Figure 7e). For instance, touching the outer and inner
strap at the same time (similar to a pinch gesture) while moving
the fingers up and down can serve as a zoom gesture [53]
(BS2). This gesture also does not occlude the watch display,
a huge advantage compared to pinch gestures performed on
the watch. Further, one strap can be used for mode switches,
e.g., swiping on the inner strap controls scrolling by default,
but switches to zooming when touching the outer strap.
The outer strap can also serve as a panel for back-of-band
interaction [59] (Figure 7f). Instead of interacting directly
with the content on the inner strap (causing occlusion), the
interaction can be performed on the other side, i.e., behind the
content. While tapping on the exact position can be difficult,
fluid interactions such as scrolling can be easily performed.
Further, distinct gestures for controlling application-specific
or system-specific functions can be used. For instance, for a
music app, simple gestures known from headsets can be used
to control the player, e.g., pausing by tapping, skipping a song
by double tap or horizontal swipe, or adjusting the volume by
swiping vertically (BS2,4). Similarly, gestures for navigation
tasks can be used such as double-tapping-and-scrolling for
zooming as known from mobile map applications.

StrapDisplays are more prone to non-intentional interactions
than a smartwatch on its own, for instance, when users want
to take off the watch, re-position it for comfort reasons, or
are just wiggling on the straps while deep in thoughts. As the
StrapDisplays allow for interaction during different postures
(Figure 7a+b), the posture is not applicable for filtering unintentional interactions anymore (as it is done with current
commodity smartwatches). Besides incorporating physical
buttons, another alternative is using pressure-sensitive touch
input, where users have to apply a certain level of force while
touching. However, finding reasonable threshold levels is not
straightforward and is beyond the scope of this paper. Finally,
it is also possible to use a Watch+Strap device similar to a
smartphone on a table when taken off (Figure 7g). With all
displays fully visible, we envision that the device can serve
as a fully-fledged mobile system on its own, for example, enabling interactive exploration tasks (Figure 1a), advanced text
entry, or effective multi-tasking when handling multiple apps.
Glanceable & Ambient Usage

An important characteristic of smartwatches is the possibility
to quickly glance over it without requiring interaction. However, as mentioned before, the arm has to be bent and rotated
in order to comfortably see the watch display (Figure 7a). In
contrast, the inner strap is almost always fully visible during
natural postures or movements (Figure 7b), e.g., when walking,
sitting at a table, holding on to a steering wheel, or carrying
a glass. We propose to explicitly exploit this for unobtrusively displaying information that the user can quickly glance
at (Figure 1d). Notably, the reading direction can change in
these situations, i.e., while the inner strap is used in portrait
orientation during a focused interaction, here it can also be
more useful to use it in landscape orientation or to partially
rotate the content [12]. Further, the displayed content is hard
to recognize for others, thus promoting a certain privacy level.
In such a usage context, the Watch+Strap system is suitable to
either support a primary task or provide additional information
that may get interesting at some point. This is similar to ubiquitous computing research, where glanceable and ambient usage
define a shortish (couple of seconds), mostly passive interaction with content that conveys information en passant [28].
For instance, while running, we propose to provide relevant
measures such as time, speed, or distance on the inner strap,
which the user can glance at without altering the natural arm
orientations (BS1,6,7). Independently from other activities,
more general information can be shown, e.g., notifications,
progress of achievements, or contextual information. This
information is not limited to be shown as plain numbers, but
can be embedded in other (animated) representations [3, 28].
These could be similar to existing examples such as pulsating
activity indicators [38] or whereabout clocks [11, 62].
Further, such an ambient usage is not bound to showing personal or private information, as the outer strap can be used as
a semi-public display. For instance, it can allow representing
user-specific states such as group affiliations, participants’ spoken languages during network events, or mood indicators in
daily situations (BS1,2,7). This information could be encoded
through, e.g., patterns, colors, or textual descriptions. For

example, during events or in secured buildings, specific access
credentials could also be provided as a QR-code (BS7). In
all these cases it is easier to show the outer strap to another
person compared to taking out the smartphone.
Finally, the StrapDisplays can also serve as an aesthetic,
stylish accessory by showing passive designs while idling.
This can range from imitating structures or materials (e.g.,
leather; BS6), to matching cloth colors, to showing abstract
patterns (Figure 8a, right), images, or photos (Figure 1e).
These designs can also be animated, i.e., slowly changing
over the day (BS2). However, they do not convey a specific
information but serve a pure design or entertainment purpose.
Display Roles within the Watch+Strap System

In the previous sections, the described interface concepts made
use of the distinct multi-displays setup of a Watch+Strap system, i.e., incorporated the displays in different roles within
the interface. In the following, we discuss and abstract these
roles further into a more generalized characterization of the
Watch+Strap concept and its resulting strengths.
In general, the three displays can be used either in a separated
way or as one continuous surface; in between, a continuum
exists of how strongly coupled or decoupled the displays are.
In the extreme case of a functional separation, the content
shown on one display does not relate to the others in any way,
e.g., applying one app per display or keeping specific displays
intentionally blank. In the other extreme, handling the displays
as one unit, the content spreads across the displays in order to
provide a visual continuity, e.g., to maximize the visible parts
of lengthy content or to just provide a special aesthetic appearance. The bigger chunk of our interface concepts is located in
between these two extremes (cf. Figure 6). Tending towards
the extreme of functional separation, we presented concepts
where separated interface components are placed across the
displays, but provide additional functionalities within the same
application scope (e.g., quick access menus, overview+detail).
Towards the other side of the continuum, we proposed patterns
where the displays act as one visual unit but still address different user needs; focus+context arrangements are one example
for these patterns. In this case, the supporting screens serve
orientation purposes within a larger information space.
As a result of the typical posture during interactions (Figure 7a), the watch remains the main display across most interface constellations while the StrapDisplays extend or accompany it. In addition, the StrapDisplays’ form, curvature, as
well as orientation to the user emphasize the upper part of the
display, while the lower part is gradually curving away until it
is not visible anymore. Thus, the available display space cannot fully be used at once. However, it also allows to naturally
resemble the importance of content parts, i.e., by putting important content closer to the watch and non-important content
towards the strap end. Similarly, the StrapDisplays’ orientation makes them suitable for different specific roles. For
instance, the inner strap is best suited for showing private
data during interaction or glanceable content when on the go.
In contrast, the outer strap is mostly suited as a pure input
channel enriching the available interaction repertoire or as a
communication channel to people in close proximity.

Figure 8. Our StrapDisplay Research Platform currently features: (a) two curved, touch-enabled e-ink watchstraps, (b) a curved, touch-enabled 4bit
OLED watchstrap, as well as (c) a watchstrap stencil cover that supports the evaluation of interactive full-color displays. In addition, we introduce a
decentralized, platform and hardware independent web-based software architecture that allows for quickly extending the implemented interface parts.

THE STRAPDISPLAY RESEARCH PLATFORM

Full-color Watchstraps (C) – Tablet Prototype

To thoroughly investigate and test our concepts, we built a
modular research platform that allows us to remix strap and
watch assemblies with different properties and technologies.1
Specifically, we built three working prototypes (Figure 8).

Finally, we built a prototype to better evaluate the potential of
full-color, high-resolution strap displays. Since the emerging
bendable full-color OLED technology is not yet available for
prototyping, we realized an interactive tablet prototype based
on a stencil cover (C2) with 3D-printed straps (C3) and the S3
smartwatch (C4) that we placed on a tablet computer (C1).

Watch & StrapDisplays

For our system, we used a Samsung Gear S3 ( 46 mm; [58])
primarily, and a Gear S2 ( 40 mm; [57]) for early testing.
Both have rotatable bezels, two additional hardware buttons
and a high-resolution (302/278 ppi) multi-touch display. For
the StrapDisplays, we focus on pixel-based screens and built
three fully-functional prototypes using two bendable e-ink
displays (A), a bendable grayscale OLED display (B) and a
tablet-based prototype that represents two full-color, high-res
StrapDisplays (C). Next, we will describe each prototype:
E-Ink Watchstraps (A)

Firstly, we realized two 2.13" e-ink StrapDisplays based on
ultra-thin, bendable plastic electrophoretic displays (EPD;
[27]). The black and white EPDs (A3) have a resolution
of 212 px × 104 px and support partial refreshes that allow
us to update the screen without flickering in many situations.
Technically, we control the display via the serial peripheral
interface (SPI) by using a universal e-paper driver board (A7;
[74]). In order to physically integrate the displays, we designed curved watchstrap housings (r = 33 mm) in which the
displays seamlessly slide in (A5). While we successfully 3Dprinted bendable, semi-flex straps, we decided to use more stiff
straps for our studies since the available electronics and displays have a maximum bending radius. The driver board and
all other necessary parts are housed in an external case (A6).
OLED Watchstraps (B)

Further, we investigated how OLEDs could be used as lightemitting StrapDisplays. Therefore, we integrate a 1.81" bendable 4-bit grayscale OLED [79] with an active panel area of
45 mm × 9 mm consisting of 160 px × 32 px. We placed the
display driver (B2) in a bracelet lock that we connect via SPI.
The display slides in a 3D-printed strap housing, similar to our
previously introduced e-ink StrapDisplays. The OLED display
can also support shine-through textures (cf. Figure 4c).
1 Platform

is open sourced at https://imld.de/watch-strap

Touch Input

StrapDisplays are worn close to the body and could be touched
accidentally in everyday life. Therefore, we decided to integrate an explicit pressure touch requiring a small force for triggering actions. To realize an invisible and bendable sensing
approach, we used multiple membrane potentiometers (A1;
[65]) that we placed behind the flexible displays (A3, B1).
Technically, the potentiometers serve as variable analog voltage dividers that we sensed with either an I 2C-compatible
16-bit analog-to-digital converter (A2; [69]) or an Arduinocompatibility microcontroller (B5; [1]). For the tablet prototype (C), we made use of the tablets’ native touch capabilities.
Microcontroller & Connectivity

We decided to built on the popular Arduino ecosystem to make
our open research platform easy-to-use, extensible, and suitable for further research by minimizing entry barriers. Therefore, we use an Arduino-compatible ESP8266 [18] Systemon-Chip (A7, B4) that is capable of connecting to a WiFi
network, managing websocket messages as well as supporting
our different SPI-displays and I 2C extension boards. All electronics (B4+B5) are housed in 3D-printed cases (B4) that can
be mounted with a velcro band (A8) at the forearm. Integrated
400 mAh LiPo batteries (A7) last for 6 hours in active mode.
In addition, the controllers can also be powered via USB.
Software Architecture

In order to realize early prototypes as well as application
examples, we implemented a web-based prototype system
with a central node.js server controlling both the watch and
the StrapDisplays. The system follows a thin-client principle, i.e., both the watch and the StrapDisplays consume the
pre-rendered content from a server and forward all input information to this server; all communication is handled via websockets. We opted for this setup to avoid having distributed
applications with separated deployment processes for each
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Figure 9. Implemented examples illustrating our interface concepts: music player (a+b), activity tracker (c+d), and on-the-go usages (e-g).

device. Hence, the watch and the microcontroller only receive
image data that they can directly flash onto their respective
displays (cf. [32]). In order to further simplify the development process, all the main application logic is provided via a
web application hosted on the the server. Although this means
that this application must be opened on an additional device,
this allows us to make full use of established web frameworks
that are not always available as pure node.js applications.
More specifically, we use D3.js [9] in combination with the
SSVG library [61]. While D3 allows for creating interfaces
and visualizations in particular, SSVG transforms the SVG
element used by D3 to a canvas with offscreen rendering
during run-time while still mapping input information to the
correct D3 element. From the three offscreen canvases (one for
each display), we can then extract the current image data and
send it to the corresponding displays. The web application also
outputs the canvases directly providing a live preview of the
running system as well as a quick test environment. Further,
the application also allows for defining which StrapDisplay
type is currently used, i.e., setting the required resolution
and color mode. The examples are implemented as app-like
modules and can be loaded via an app drawer.
APPLICATION EXAMPLES

In the following, we will illustrate our interface concepts in
the context of specific application examples; we focused on
common and promising applications. With the exception of
some touch gestures, all described examples are implemented
for the e-ink and tablet prototype; the application snippets
described later are realized as display mock-ups.
Music Player

One major activity within music apps is browsing through different lists, e.g., genres, albums, playlists. Here, we propose
to show these lists on the combined space of the watch display
and the inner strap with a focus+context arrangement, where
items in focus on the watch are shown with additional details
(Figure 9a). For example, in a playlist, songs on the strap
are shown with title and artist name; on the watch, also the
duration, album name, and album cover are shown. Scrolling
through the list can be controlled by touch on the strap or the
watch as well as by rotating the watch’s bezel (Figure 9a);
items can be selected by touch on both displays. Further,
performing a hold on an item opens a context menu with additional functionalities (e.g., adding song to playlist, show
artist page, share list). On top of the outer strap, controls
and a progress bar for the currently played song are shown
(Figure 9b). In addition to controlling the player via these buttons, the lower part of the outer strap can be used for gestures,

e.g., swiping horizontally for loading the previous/next song,
vertically for volume adjustments, or tapping for pausing.
Activity Tracker

Further, we implemented an example for tracking and reviewing sport activities (here, runs). The app initially shows some
brief statistics about the last runs on the watch, a list of all
activities on the inner strap, and a quick access button for starting a new activity on the outer strap. The latter one switches
the app to a streamlined interface where only live data during the run is shown (e.g., pace, distance, time; Figure 9c).
These numbers are printed larger and are rotated into a landscape orientation in order to improve readability while running
(glanceable usage). In our current prototype no sensor data is
used, instead, the data of an existing run is replayed. Selecting
a run from the start screen of the app shows a detailed view;
on the watch the route, total time, and duration are shown,
while the inner strap displays sparklines [71] for pace, heart
rate, and elevation alongside their average values (Figure 1b).
Tapping on the inner strap loads a full visualization with the
three attributes plotted as line charts on the strap (Figure 9d).
In addition, the watch shows an enlarged sub-part with specific values. This combination resembles an overview+detail
arrangement; the shown part on the watch can be adjusted by
either tapping on the strap or by rotating the bezel.
Selected Application Snippets

In addition to the fully-implemented examples, we provide
a collection of further application snippets in the following; these snippets are implemented as mock-ups without
true functionality, but help to signify further advantages of a
Watch+Strap system. As already indicated within the activity
tracker, because of its orientation, the inner strap is highly
beneficial for displaying information on the go such as directions, notifications, or transportation instructions (Figure 9e-g;
Figure 1d). The latter scenario also offers the interesting
possibility to use the outer strap as a semi-public display by
showing ticket information (possibly encoded as QR-code) for
inspection (Figure 9g). Finally, by taking off the watch and
placing it on a table, the device can be used for high-resolution
content (Figure 1a+e), e.g., elaborate visualizations, videos,
or mobile games (Figure 4c). The two apps as well as selected
snippets are also detailed in our accompanying video.
FOLLOW-UP EXPERT INTERVIEWS

We conducted combined semi-structured interviews and handson session with our implemented application examples on the
e-ink prototype as well as the tablet prototype. In total, we
invited six participants (age M=30.7, SD=5.39 yrs; 2 female, 4
male; 3 wear smartwatches). Three of them participated in the

brainstorming sessions (two are members of our lab), the other
participants were external HCI researchers (P1 professor, P2
post-doc, P6 3rd-year PhD student). Sessions lasted one hour
and consisted of an introduction, walkthroughs and discussion
of our implemented apps and mock-ups, as well as a concluding questionnaire. For the walkthroughs, first the e-ink, then
the tablet prototype was used; also, we gave participants small
tasks within the apps (e.g., selecting a specific song).
Results

All participants (P1-6) successfully interacted with our prototypes without facing major issues. In particular, those who
participated in the brainstorming sessions (P3-5) stated the
high-fidelity as useful. For the provided examples, a few missing functionalities were mentioned (P1-3,5), e.g., list sorting,
search functionalities, or specific touch gestures.
During participants’ interaction with our apps, we could observe multiple interesting aspects. When browsing the music
player’s playlists, some participants (P2,3,5) focused on the
strap display (it showed multiple songs at once), while other
(P1,4,6) mostly focused on the watch because of its richer
detail level. The latter three also commented on the required
gaze switches between watch and inner strap and the effect on
perceiving them as a continuous content container. However,
with a smaller physical gap between strap and watch, they also
believed a continuous usage would become more interesting
again. In the context of the activity tracker, all participants
liked the idea of showing glanceable information on the inner
strap while on the go; P2+4 explicitly mentioned the privacy
aspect of it. Extending on this, the idea of further rotating
the arm to access more content on the inner strap was mentioned multiple times (P1,3,4,6) as well as the advantages of
posture-sensitive content placement (P3-6), e.g., positioning
and rotating content to maintain readability (cf. [12]). For
the outer strap, all participants acknowledged the limited suitability for content placement; however, half of them (P2-4)
explicitly mentioned the possibility for “blind” or back-ofband interactions, and for semi-public display usages (P1,2,6).
Participants also agreed that the main applications will remain
checking notifications, tracking health and fitness aspects,
and providing status information (P1 explicitly emphasized
showing the time). Some participants also mentioned further
application examples, e.g., using the outer strap as flashlight
(P2,6) or running parallel apps (P5). As the feasibility of some
apps depends on the display characteristics (e.g., color, resolution, brightness), we asked participants for their preferences.
Most of them (P1,3-6) believed that full-color OLED displays
are the best option because of the offered display quality and
the low latency (P3,4,6). However, P2 would prefer e-inks because of their advantages regarding readability in sun light and
battery life. Relevant to this are also the overall ergonomics
and aesthetics, with all participants agreeing that it is a major
criterion. For instance, it was stated that the strap width should
be constrained to available watchband widths (P1,3-5). In context of the StrapDisplays’ interchangeability, P1 could imagine
to switch them between different watches (e.g., dress-watch,
everyday watch). Consequently, possible lifestyle usages such
as showing aesthetic patterns were also mentioned (P1,4-6).

DISCUSSION

While smartwatches are currently limited to serve as a companion to another device [14, 33], extending the input and output
space with StrapDisplays allows a watch to take on more elaborate tasks on its own. We comprehensively investigated how
such Watch+Strap systems can be designed, however, as outlined in our physical design space, many variations for the
StrapDisplays exist. For example, we did not further investigate the relation to different wrist sizes, i.e., how a changed
circumference affects the displays’ bending radius and, thus,
their visibility. One aspect that was mentioned in the expert
sessions is that some people place the watch on the inner arm
side, which would also affect the interface. Further, one expert
also discussed the potentials of the buckle, e.g., it could be
placed asymmetrically up to the point where only one strap
display is needed or it could host an additional physical button.
In general, a Watch+Strap assembly strongly builds on the
familiar appearance of a classical watch and aims to maintain
their appeal and aesthetics. However, future work could explore variations of this ensemble, e.g., incorporating a rectangular smartwatch that allows for minimizing the gaps between
displays, or pairing the StrapDisplays with analog watches.
While we already mentioned this latter constellation, the specific changes to the interface are beyond the scope of this paper.
Also, the difference between such assemblies and sleeve displays or bracelets should be explored in more detail.
One major aspect for further developments are technical improvements. With our research platform we already demonstrated the basic feasibility, however, the further miniaturization of all components (e.g., batteries, sensors, processors)
remains challenging, especially with respect to device thickness, heat generation, and power consumption. Nevertheless,
we believe that this will be possible in the next years; as
a case in point, shortly before finishing this paper, a patent
application was published where the instrumentation of watchbands was described [13]. While not including pixel-based
displays yet, this highlights that our approach is highly timely
and should be investigated further. Specifically, we believe
that our StrapDisplay concept can evolve into a modular platform providing straps with different capabilities and aesthetics.
With such flexibility, Watch+Strap devices could emerge as
more versatile smartwatches taking on information needs that
are currently reserved for phones, while still preserving the
familiar and well-liked form factor of wristwatches.
CONCLUSION

We proposed to combine commodity smartwatches with
StrapDisplays, enhancing them into a synergistic Watch+Strap
system. By outlining the physical design dimensions and
proposing versatile multi-display interface concepts, we provided a systematic exploration of this device class. This exploration as well as our brainstorming and expert sessions showed
that both manifold usage scenarios and interest in such devices
exist. Further, our open research platform serves as a flexible
toolbox for quickly prototyping and discussing novel concepts.
Altogether, we believe that our contributions can help to inform future research on this novel device class, which is likely
to get commercially available within the next years.
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